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FOREWORD

In the Summer of 1982, General Glenn K. Otis, at that time the commranding

general of the Army's Training and Doctrine Command, explained to the Armor

Conference at Ft. Knox, that "for the first time, our armyi has decided that we

would look down-stream two decades. * "he added, "if we stand still and do

not reach out and challenge the mind, 20 years from now we will find ourselves

with weapon systems designel to fight on the battlefield of the 1980's...

and that is not where we ought to be."

I am an enthusiastic supporter of the Idea. However, I know the context

of the fortunes regarding intelligence projections of the Soviet and

Soviet-supplied forces, and of the approaching style of operations that army

C - planners envision for the future fight.

On the other hand, I know also the dimension of time required for

developing a new modern weapons system. I know the budgetary problems, the

size of the total army' forces, the sequence of equipping priorities, and thus,

the total number of systems that could be obtained. This raises the

unavoidable question - Is it enough? Or, Is It too little and too late? In

other words, are we correctly reading the "map"? Are we preparing ourselves

in the best way possible? I do not want to justify or to examine the

contribution of one weapon or another, since a long time ago, the arum' seemed

Unforeseen technological advances by potential opponents
or even close allies almost always require a response -a

4 counter, at least, if not replication.



destined to become much more oriented on systemsl which compliment each other

in their relative contribution to the battlefield. I will lirnt my'self to the

ground component in the "Joint battle" and will try to examine it as one

system. I will1 try to make a future jproection from historical lessons and

predicting future needs in the modern war.

In mw~ work I will try to provide one in a thousand flickering

searchlights to those who devotedly make development and equipment budget

planning policy. There is a high price for whatever the decision will be,

however, there is no way to avoid bearing the cost the moment the decision is

6 made. Probably, in the long range, that will be the lowest price in

preventing war and the saving of lives.

If costs and the attendant budgetary and political
problems had to be taken into account now, it is
likely that none of the new systems would ever be
built.

*~ 1 As has always been the case in the Navy and Air Force.
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There are faces to the East-West confrontation. Part of them, like an

iceberg, reveal a little and conceal twice as much, until war comes and openly

exposes them.

Three things have influence on Soviet doctrine: the abundance of

manpower in the Soviet Union and the Communist bloc countries; a period of

thirty years without war; and the assumption that Europe will be the military

arena. :'

Since World War II (with the exception of Afghanistan), the Soviets have

no direct lessons--only second-hand lessons derived from countries (Korea,

North Vietnam and the Arab states) that use Soviet weapon systems. This !

'--V

process (one way or another), impacts on the consolidation of doctrine. On

the other hand, in the Western countries, lessons are learned frequently,

directly, fresh and new. '

The development of new weapon systems Is based on: .

* Military doctrine .

* Technology which enables better achievements

* Operational needs based on battle experience and war lessons.

It seems that on the tactical-level, the Soviets focussed on the first

approach, while W estern weapon systems burgeoning growth responded to the

latter two.

-

exposes them.- ,.
;" " • . -'," .''T"'ree" things hav influence on- Soie doctrine": the abunanc of.

* mnove in he ovie Unon nd te Cmmunst loccounrie~ a erid o



It has already been fairly said that no war will ever equal the previous

one. "New" wars always start based on the output achievement level reached by

the armed forces between wars during "Peacetime" in military thinking and

application of war (the last war) lessons. i
These additional 'Joint operation" developments are made by military

people, scientists and engineers. This is the only way to assure that lessonP

applications will bear fruit in the form of: new systems for conducting war,

required appropriate equipment, fighting unit frame organization, and most

important - well-trained men who use and operate the equipment with the

V success most hoped for in war.

From a historical perspective, we can see now very clear movement from

war based on the proficiency of the single soldier (and his commander), to war

based on mass and massive firepower weapon systems, with long, long "tail"

services. I

The source of all the generals and admirals deficiencies, as Liddell Hart

cited in one of his moments of agitation, is that scientific development

under-mines all principles upon which they based their way of fighting. He

referred to the strong struggle in the British Arsu in 1935 against the tank

and aircraft development programs, their mutual interaction, as well as the

assumption of combined operation by the two as the key for any expected

success in the future.j

After a short period of time, during World War II, the tank and the

aircraft became dominant weapons on the battlefield. It is the combined

operation between the two which molded the character of the Blitzkrieg

campaign of the war, and when it came to an end, gave a new shape to armies

ivS



all over the world.

It is now almost 40 years after World War II ended. Tanks and aircraft

still exclusively rule the world - but the same "science development" gospel

from which they originated now threatens to take them down from greatness.

The breakthrough technologies of the early sixties and seventies paved

the way for limitless electronic diminution, various types of computors,

electro-optics, laser systems, etc. All these and n' discoveries

afford opportunities for developing new varieties at and warfare

equipment. We see the coinage of impressive new wordr ir e military

dictionary - terms such as "fire and forget" weapons, "stand off" weapons,

"sensors," "target aquisition," "signature," "real-time," "C3 1" (command,

control, communications and intelligence), and many others.

E -Is this all bringing a real revolution and far-reaching change in the

known battlefield? Do we have to be prepared for a new battlefield in which

it is not possible to take a position without being a 'target," to move and

change position without somebody "firing" on us and "forgetting" while he sits

in a crowded "C31" accessory wagon pressing a button that releases a

"stand-off" missile? Is it that huran importance will be limited in the

future as a prime battlefield factor - and the importance of electronics as a

* prime factor be incomparable?

The well known tankz - the keyztone od any army: Ate they going to

d. appeaA? O4, peAhap they witl be modi.ied to meet the deman& o6 the

6utuAe battWe~ietd. ; _

IV
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WPY A CONVEN;TIONAL WAR

The impact of nuclear weapons on strategic war is now widely recognized.

Military forces can now deliver - at intercontinental distances with one

vehicle - explosive power greater than that delivered by a 1000-plane raid in

World War II. In nuclear tactical warfare, the problems of escalation and

damage to the civilian population are analogous, to day, to the problems of

strategic use.

Moreover, there has been Soviet achievement of substantial predominance

in theater nuclear forces, and continued and, in some respects, enhanced

Soviet superiority in conventional forces. In these circumstances, in the

event of successful Soviet conventional advance into Western Europe, how

credible would be the threat of a nuclear response?2 In the face of Soviet

superiority at that level, why would NATO resort to theater nuclear weapons,

with all the destruction to both sides that would entail? 3 Even more

significantly, why would the United States use or even threaten to use its

strategic nuclear forces, if that would ensure massive Soviet retaliation

against North America? "If it is true that a nation will not commit suicide

for another, neither can it commit suicide to assure its own survival.

Suicidal threats are in general not a reliable means of dissuasion." The

conclusion almost universally drawn from this perceived deteriorating

2 It has been obvious since the 1950s that the West needs to rely less on
threats of nuclear destruction and much more on improving conventional
defense.
3 Current NATO strategy has little support among the Western public.
4 Albert Wohlstetter, "Bishops, Statesmen, and Other Strategists on the
Bombing of Innocents," Commentary, June 1983, p. 30.
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credibility of the nuclear deterrent to Soviet conventional attack in Western
Europe is the need to strengthen NATO conventional forces.

At any rate, as in all previous wars, the conventional
war will consist of a highly violent collison between
all the ground forces in combat. Concerning the warfare
objectives, these will remain - the destruction of: armed
forces, combat means, weapons, military logistic layout
storage, military and civil subsoil installations,
infirmity of enemy forces and proficiency achievement on
vital areas 5 

- in essence - as a key for any success.

,- -'A-- - ,

Mlongot CavuatieA the puophe6y o6 de nitc mobi.ity on the batte 6ed.

5 As Liddell Hart well conceived and defined; "The aim of the new tactics must
be to paralyze the enemy's action. The slogan of "destroying him" in battle
leads to self-exposure, self-pinning, and the risk of being smashed.
Dominating areas is going to count more than capturing or maintaining
positions. We want a new principle of offensive fluidity of force - to
operate like the sea or like a swarm of hornets, not like a battering ram...."
The Indirect Approach, London, latest ed. 1954, p. 183.

2



NEW TECHNOLOGY AND THE BATTLEFIELD

"The goddess of victory," wrote Douhet 6 "smiled at those who see the

changes in the character of war and not at those who tried to adapt to then

after they had befallen ....". Truly, we all speak for the necessity of

readiness for the next war, however, in fact, almost all the wars in history

began with weapons of the previous war. Despite the fact that surprises

caused by the development of a new tactical consciousness still occur, it hasI

rarely happened in the past with new substantial weapons brought into service

* before the war, hut in those cases where it did, it generally caused a "Minor

revolution" which ended in most cases with the collapse of the surprised side.

Although the effect of some of these developments was immediate and

drastic, the impact of others on the nature of warfare was more gradual,

taking place over decades or even centuries, the old and the new existing side ~

by side until the new entirely replaced the old.1

World War II was a period of sudden change in the military arts and

sciences, and we have since been in the midst of another. The most recent and

ongoing period is somewhat enigratic, because the new capabilities have been

demonstrated only on a relatively small scale In wars peripheral to the main

streams of history and without decisive effect. Yet the capabilities have

become known from these modest demonstrations7 and from field tests. They07

6 Giulio Douhet, the Italian general. Famous In the field of aeronautical
thought. He was the originator of the "strategic bombing" idea.
7 Only a war In the Middle East can serve as a partial model for a
high-intensity conventional conflict, where both concentrated battlefield and

* strategic assets are, respectively, either employed or threatened, in a very
short space of time.

3



are represented in the holdings of all major and many minor military powers.

Modern weapon system always have been associated with new technolo&,

and the latter changes today frequently. As the result, the rate of change in

the character of weapon systems between one war and another, increases also

and new modernized systems came forth from time to time. In spite of the

relatively short time between wars, the situation can possibly be created

where war could be instigated embracing the use of weapons that were barely

comprehended in previous wars. As a result, a technology surprise at a

critical point may cause a crushing military defeat. Fitting together a broad

variety of anti-aircraft defense missile (SAM) systems, in addition to

anti-tank weapons which are less efficient but in large quantity, is only one

partial sample of what is liable to happen to one's side if one buries his

head deep in the sand.
8

The problem, of course, is truly to guess the conditions of the next war.

Considering the political constellations and the burgeoning projections of

weapon systems, actual acquisition and forestructure are hard to prophesize,

since the inconsistent character of human beings and of nations must be taken

into account. However, it influences both sides to the extent that it

concerns the concrete capability of actual fighting based on technological

achievement, and these attainments can be reasonably observed. It can be

estimated that what is found on the drawing board today or in experimental

processing will come into reality sooner or later. Therefore, it is necessary

to consider all the existing developments.

Certainly, this approach could lead to exaggerated pessimism with all

8 The Arab Israeli War - October 1973

4



the flowing result, but these two - the technological forecast regarding what

will become and the availability of these developments in our or the enery's

resources - must lead us in every evaluation of-the next battlefield.

Excluding the Indo-China borders, the ground surface condition in all the

primary potential arenas; (Europe, the Russian-Chinese border, and also the

India-Pakistan borders and all the Middle-East) make it possible, if not

necessary, to operate armed-motorized forces in quantity. Therefore, all the

modern armies are founded on armored fighting vehicles (or armed vehicles) and

common-land warfare doctrine identical with "armored warfare."

Territorial defense elements (wherever they are) and special forces

(including all kinds of airborne forces), are considered as secondarily

valuable in all composed armies build for "real" war. Therefore their portion

r in the-total order of battle is small and marginal9 - all the biggest ground S

force armies in the world are built and organized for combat in armored

formations and are intended to achieve tactical and operational success by

armored warfare.
10

9 Airborne troops, are not aproved by any army as the "main" force in combat.
They are recognized by all as qualified troops for carrying the main effort
only in "unsophisticated" environments, or, "semi-sophisticated" in essence.
This means only in secondary battlefields, in which they will not stand
against the main enemy "armored" force.
10 The terms "mechanized" or "armored" should not be misleading. To sum up, p
there is no essential differentiation in meaning between the two. They depict
more about the organizational frame of reference than on the actual structure
of forces.

.. a



From the viewpoint of forces activated or of command and control, the

modern conventional battlefield still is similar to that of the Second World

War. In the European arena, the potential "aggressor" - the Russian party has

prepared and constructed forces to execute "super blitz" - an extensive

improved version of the German Blitzkrieg in 1939-1940, while the potential

"defender" party, NATO, has prepared himself to prevent var and to defend on

the model of the "Wehrmacht" in supreme defensive action between 1943-1945 in

the Eastern front and in North-West Europe.

In essence - the significance of changes, is reducible to new

developments in the lover techno-tactic level--namely, the appearance of new

measures and improvements effected over the other previously approved

measures.

_ Te general direction of all these developments is clear. Most of them

on the one hand were directed toward completing the "armoring" process, and

with diligence succeeded in adjusting the AFV to new requirements (or to the

adoption of technological possibilities), and on the other hand - as a result,

improvement of all kinds of anti-armor capabilities and resources. This

counter effort to stop, destroy and defeat armored forces, gives expression -

as expected, essentially in the field of fire power.

To the unavoidable question, whether or not we expected revolution, I

return a restrictive answer: true, all the battlefield elements are well

known. Yes, first of all because the new technology apparently opened new

horizons for planning and leading advanced military operations, and because

the brand-new military technology products will be available. Restrictive,

* first of all because of the appallingly expensive price per unit - and of

6
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course cost in this widest sense is a trivial restriction, that may stretch

the drawing process over many years. Secondly - means never can set

themselves in motion, there must always be a man behind the means. The

problem now is - in a generation of fighters and servicemen - to be able to

use them with flexibility, intelligence and open-minded thought without

enslaving ourselves to them. However, human nature is unpredictable.

Of all the viable technological breakthroughs, the area munition adds to

ground warfare a tactical dimension previously unrecognized - the ability to

block an area quickly in a controlled manner, in the depth of the enemy's

tactical rear area, in the fighting zone, and within the area under our

control.

In this capacity it is possible to "freeze" the battlefield (without the

need for nuclear means), to the point of neutralizing the ability of motorized

units to conduct a functional armored warfare, and maybe to the point of

neutralizing the movement ability of even a single armored vehicle.

The important quality of area munition is that the blocking of the

exposed land makes the relative strength meaningless. When a given area is

efficiently blocked, it is blocked to the passage or an army in the same way

as it is to that of a company. The area munition as presently used is

operated as an element of delay and obstruction. The defeat of armoredj

formations, on the other hand, will take place only on the battlefield.e

For this reason, the development of P01's becomes an important element-

more so than the area munition, although the PGM does not present a newI~. dimension in ground warfare.

Eventually -it seems to me that the principle of c3 is the most

7
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outstanding innovation. Since the origination of warfare, friction was thej element which has prevented men from reading the battle correctly. However,

the new systems and means - the RPV's, RADAR and all other processing centers,

at least seemingly make it possible to read every phase of the battle more

correctly -and to read the battle is a key for any victory.

ID
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AND FOR CM.PAPISO(I

ON THE DOMINANT WEAPON SYSTEMS WEAPONS AND TACTICS

The Franco-Prussian War in 1870 featured one of the FRO' THE HISTORICAL

most dramatic cavalier assaults of all periods when the POINT OF VIE(,!

cavalier brigade commanded by Von Bredow assaulted the

French artillery position and prevented the German advance, Mjot oS ou wCeaponl6 ae

albeit with numerous casualties. More then half the brigade mo0e nea~g pe.ect, taken

lost their lives in one assault, but the cannons were "thinp in them6etveA", than

silenced. During the next few decades, the traditional oae tJhoe o ouA enemze. The

supporters of the admirable cavaliers used this assault to di66cutq Lic in the 6y6teris

give due credence to their controversial argument that and method.6 o theZ. ue in

horsemen riding in combat had the task of prime importance. batte , in tacticz, and in the

History viewed it differently. A decade before, during de6.gn oj weaponu paAticua oat.y,

the American Civil War, influence on the battlefield by the auitabte So4 ue in the tactics

mutually destructive rifle and bullet fire power, was now p4o6itabte.

clearly evident. The fire power and the artillery were then

already known as combat means on the battlefield. When the Iobiwy, kLtting-powA,

Von Bredow cavaliers assaulted with drawn sword in hand they pActectZon - theze a, and

knew exactly what risk and prospects they were facing. oti.ky. have been, omC o6 the

However, Jointly and severally - with swords and their key, to victo4y. ('he.ie othv

horses, they pridefully went forth; with their glory, their thinga - aump44c, oi conceit-

social and professional status and all the faith and tJwtLon o the dccisive ptace

confidence in long years of military thought, the same as and time, o Aitt6ut mancuvct -

tried and tested operational doctrine. have mmn bat.ttu, thcsc thiji,

Someone compared their assault to "riding almost toward have aiL6uatt dutivcd 6Aom

death." Since than it became immediately associated with Aupe .ioty in mcbitity,

9
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full majestic splendor, but absurd from the military point hit tng-poeA and p'totection,

of view in lieu of effective weapon systems. oA 6Lom supefiokity in one o4

Fire superiority in the battlefield was now completely ti-jo o6 the6e quatitie.6.

clear, and yet, by the year 1908, the British ArvW was still

immersed in discussion as to what kind of sword their need It wou.d be 6oot0h to

demanded - should it be barbed, with sharpness on the edge, a.k whclt .6 the moe impo&tnt

or perhaps a sharply bladed sword. Subsequently, in the o6 theAe titmee quait e..

same year, the British horsemen were equipped with "the most The.e have been phazu o6 wal

leautiful barbed sword ever to be invented." i.n nih.ch one ku af.-inpo~tant,

In 1936 the British AraW had more than enough and the otheA to did not

information on German intentions to build 30 new divisions, matteA to a 9A eXtent, bU-t

about half of them armored and mobile. The British uauo.g thez.e tioee qua.c&t"-

headquarters conducted an urgent overall course of action have been int d-.nked.

debate - how to offset the dangers.

It was already 60 years since the Von Bredow cavalier The'e htu not been a

assault and almost two decades since the First World War ptain and .mpte puwe. A'om

ended, since the appearance of the first tanks in combat moitching to n . Hitting-

clearly demonstrated their potential and superiority over a poweA and pu.otection have

cavalry unit and completely neutralized the saturated, compticated thiez; thcAc have

obstructed battlefield and the atmosphere of hellish been auccuivc "cavatAy

gunfire. piod&", in eaC h o6 4ich

And here, the British army reached some important cavatnq hau ptayed a 'tathe' P
decisions, two of them in particular. The first - to triple die6Iwt pa&t in the game.

the cavalry corps budget, and since there are great dangers TheAc have been othet peAiodi

of suffering many horse losses, to equip the officers' cadre then, ot keaaona connected

PWih hitting-poieA and ptotcc-

10
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with two horses, in order to keep them fighting on the tion, cavaty ha4 mattvcd

second after the first was destroyed. VeAY Uwe2 .

The second decision was to double the tank corps

budget--but not more than double. Moreover, considering A guiin .th.ead tu tb e

the frighteningly close German danger; also, to .quip every Study o at th!e h&4soty o{

British officer with a horse to permit him to keep , oughtt to ahow u6 a

"fighting" with his unit after his tank stoppedbecame stuck pat tcn thatz tink mo5iity

or was destroyed! and pao tection; a6 t.e. a.

Looking upon the needs and background of the future diAe-poWeAt, into a comp&e-

battlefield; the facts of history show a lack of practical he"i. e 6hape So- .the uwziou

ability on the part of commanders to discern the critical peaiods 06 (aA.

and historic moment when one weapon system loses its

dominant position in combat. This obliges us to answer the I beftieve we jind it

query - whether or not in the end, all the new means and mo'e eaSUY wh £n we 6taqt with

weapons we develop now to meet the needs of the Army of the ptotecti.n, and tinf t tht

90's will not be revealed useless, as with the horse, when quaiy with t e oCtheA two.

his luck ran out.

A pt~ima~ty connecc~n
bze.2,ec mobdkitq and pwtec-

"The dominant weapon is not 
necessarily the more

tion comm~ iento th paten.
powerful, the more accurate, the more blow-dealing, or the

Two thousand yea's ago it uk
more portable; it is the weapon which, on account of its

an a.'u'o'ed 604cc o6 fooii
superior range, can be brought into action first, and under

that beutAode the wc2d,; a
the protective cover of which all other weapons, according

,thiou~and yjeaAA ago i~t K,,u ai
to their respective powers and limitations, can be brought

into play...."

J.F.C. Fuller
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ON THE NEXT WEAPON SYSTUAS today the woktd 4ect. bejcc

an aiuno.ed jo'tce oj veh.ctes.
It is possible to examine the Army's approach to its

weapons systems, as one measure of its overall quality, and Let uz a-tempt a divizion
in view of the Army's responses to newly discovered

oS the WJtor y o6 tva,4 into

difficulties and/or dangers that manifest themselves on the
the peJiod6 that aMe indicated

battlefield. There are two principal approaches: the first
b thee armo'Ied waue-cAet&.

being the "mission oriented," or specific approach. This

entails determining the most efficient weapons system and
1. Fiuts: unapmurd peAiod-

attaining it in quantities relative to the dimension of the
pue I'..L:to't to 479 B.C.

new situation. The second approach is that of "economic" 
-

versatility. This entails searching for methods with which
In that peAiod men knew

to modify, and make use of, the existing systems, having
tttte o6 metat -toor-ng, and

adapted them to a level of capability to overcome the newly
_ . dew men had almroA. Tkie

discovered problem.
pe-Lod en. with the Battte

For years, we have been implementing the "economic"
oS Plttaea, (dien the Greek.

approach, at times out of principle; at other times due to a
a~mne cteaed te PPe ,ian6

lack of options. Thus, despite our principles, we are
out o6 Emope.

self-propelled into the vicious circle which can be

designated the "versatility syndrome."
2. Fout ao'ed pe..od -

In essence, what has occurred, is that we have had, in
479 B.C. to 378 A.D.

our possession, basic weapon systems which are very

costly, and we have been modifying them, in order to adapt
The oAmo4Cd joot-zotdicn

them to Increasingly new needs. All this, so as to be
matteAed most in waAawe,

"economical." Due to the fact that the purposes of the

12
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weapons systems, are constantly increasing, we remain with a until the Roman tegion

shortage. To compensate for this shortage, we procure more destoyed at the Bate o"
I

and more of the same basic expensive systems. When yet Adtianoptc in 379 A.V.

another problem is discovered, we find ourselves with

another shortage, that of the necessary budget and means

with which to purchase and develop the specific answer to I
the new prollem. Once again, due to no other option, we

exert all our energy into adapting our existing systems, to

the necessary level to overcome the newly discovered

problem. The number of uses increases, a shortage is

created, and so on. This process is typified by a

consistent shifting and diverting away from the original

yurpose of this equipment and coupled to a "cavity-filling"

process, in which the possibilities for adaptability of the . 3

systems, becomes minimal if not, at times, nil, in the near Rep'Atu uative oj the 6iut

future. oawoed peAiod: Roman tegionn-

The clear direction, in the world today, is that of aLe jom the time oj Augua . -

specialization, proficiency and professionalism. To adhere

to "versatility," is at the very least, strange. 3. Second unamo~cd pmiod -

Routine and the lack of clear thought processes lead us 378 to 774

to the route of augmenting the quantity of our present

weapons systems, which is both costly and contains a measure Cauvoal then became the

of real danger since our needs are serious. Adapting our man aLm that won batttu; it

present system to fulfill new purposes will lead us away was u a ja.ity tight

from employing specialized systems, even though the latter

13
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are at a higher level of efficiency and are at times less cavofn)y, not utty aArc:4ed.

costly. Therefore the follo -,ng question surfaces. Do we it sought by mi6eiz moLe than

continue to occupy the battlefield with universal weapons by 5hccf at cfoeC qu.Vte 5.

systems, (i.e., adding more and more tanks) or should we

purchase mission oriented systems, while depending on the 4. Second onmctad pemiod -

current tank as a basis but altering the proportion of the 774 to 1346

other components of power?

Those avidly supporting universality, who are The annot va6 coming bach

assaulting the "mission-oriented" system concept, are doing again, 6i/uzt, with Chattesna9ill'k

so on their overall effectiveness in battle, not on the victoay at Pavia in 774. Fom

basis of these systems' effectiveness in performing their th6 time do'uo'd the heavy

designated tasks. Their claim is that even when a mission aAmno'ed knight dominated the

oriented system is very effective in the performance of its battl eietd. But in the htcc-

specific duty,-it is deployed on the battlefield, against changing DaA Aoe,6 and AiddZe

only a small portion of the targets and thus its use is Age6 the value o6 the awtche

limited to specific missions, leaving it unused for a a.6 an aux.LiaAy ur g 'aduaty

certain timespan - hence, it is ineffective. This view of a inc'ea.ed, untiZ the Ptantanen-

battlefield as an organized network, in which everything e-6 dound in the Wet15 £onjbx,

occurs in an organized and respective fashion (i.e., step by an auxitivty to aAmot that

step - first the approach march, followed by the fixing could n ateA ainoi. The end o6

contact, then fighting to the objective, then assault, and tVU pe~iod came with the Sattte

fighting on the objective, etc.) hardly fits a unit greater o6 Caecy in 1346.

than the company. On the future battlefield, the nature ofK the fighting force will be so encompassing and large, that

It will undoubtedly see a range of clashes, in which all

14
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phases and sub-phases of the fighting, will happen at the 5. The thPid uw i,,oed j, d -
same time. 1346 t, 1917

The wide extent and large number of weapon systems in

the future battlefield, will afford full and effective The peAiod ha5 mary

deployment of "mission-oriented" systems all along the endocie with l Lt. It 5 the

battle, while performing their task at all times in a higher tdivle pcA~od o6 moden °i

or at least equal efficiency than that of the tanks, and for up to the poi Znt when the taiih

the most part at a much lower cost. Concurrently, the same becomm impotdnt. The deucf-

tank units will be freed to function within their aim and to opme et o modcns ZktduLity plo-

use their full capabilities to face necessary dangers duced an immen6e inckeae ii

related to their original purpose, and not against 6iAe-poceut. The end o6 Lh.s

objectives that can be dealt with more efficiently and less pe1xod came with th Sattc O

expensively, with more specialized systems. We will arrive Cambiai in which the ad. was

at the correct .answer to the question, if we know bow to 6inz giveAn it6 chance.

build the fighting components in a way which would achieve a

Euccessful balance between the ability of specific mission 6. ThiAd avnic-ed ricd -
oriented systems to support and complete their function and 7917 -to ?

perform slices of missions, and between their quantity

within the overall force. AU tie nei machi cz arnt1

If we do not know how to intermerge a proper and n ca 6o0ce that had beCo p.-

complete number of mission-oriented systems within the tank duced 6ince Wo 'tld Wat 7 A

forces (which are safe and known), if we divert the tanks cAeatcd a novel and un,1eccqr:(zcd

themselves to perform missions that are not their own, we potertiae't wat a Saintia

will "go down" in history as "those who added a second pattUen; but it has been tU5

horse" to balance the danger. obvi ou6 how, -talen tfg-thc',

they have 4endc.tcd ementini

)5
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If we do not rely on mission-oriented systems to ob6otete many a.pects of the

perform their function in a complete way, if we want to add mituity pactiice. Those

"safety" to each of them and a collateral of tanks, we shall pmuactice6 pev Lzt; and, because

find ourselves in the same spot as those who decided on the they lernin e66ective when used

horse beside the tank. in cetan ptace6, in ceAtain

uauy, and in p.ofusioo, they cannot be negeected although they mu.6t be modiZied to meiet the

rLeatitte o6 netL, weapo,6 and sen~ot6 - Aeekn9 a vay through the kateido~copic onset o6

technotogicat chattengez to the known organizationz, doctrine4, and ay6 oS doing things.

Wim4nham'A bock, which wa. wrtten in the yena 1942, woas pubthed in 1943. The quety

he zet up, accodrding to many mitamy cowmentxviez might be answered in the '73 date - namely,

the Vor KippuA Wa-, a.6 hrAcldin the end o6 the thid a.mo4ed peiod, and the beginning o the

new unavmnored period, the 6ourth in hitory. In that peAiod - 6 e power and mobility wilt be

accorded a nmore impottant toak than piotection.

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF - IS IT SO?

11 Summaty 6Aom the book: Tom Wintringlu~m and J.N. Ua.hdotd-Snett, Weapons and Tactics
(oig.-Fabn and FabeA, London, 1943) 2nd edition, Penquin, London, 1973.
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EPILOGUE

"War in its literal meaning," wrote Clausewitz,1 2 "is fighting.... The

necessity of fighting very soon led men to special inventions to turn the

advantage in it in their own favor; in consequence of these the mode of

fighting has undergone great alterations; but in whatever way it is conducted

its conceptions remain unaltered, and fighting is that which constitutes

war ..... "

It is the inventive genius of man which has obliterated his sense of

moral values. From the Javelin and the arrow to the heavy bomber and the

missile - the very power to destroy, first slowly and then at terrific speed,

has intoxicated man. From the first flint axe through to the sword, bended

bow and rifle has at length emerged a frankenstein monster - the inventiveness

of today - that is destroying man's own work. his own culture, his own

civilization, his past, his present and his future. The machine, sprung from

the intelligence of man, has thrc.gh man's worship of it, turned man himself

into a piece of machinery.

Truly it has been said that "We have got into a maze of machinery," and

that in it "We have lost the vision of man's place in the universe."*

"War cannot be eliminated," wrote J.F.C. Fuller. "It is part and parcel

of life; for life in its broadest meaning is the shifting outcome of

destructive and constructive propensities ...." I do not believe that man's

12 Carl Von Clausevitz. On War. Edited and translated by Michael Howard and

Peter Paret. Published by Princeton University Press 1976. Book Two - On the
Theory of the Art of War. P. 127.
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inventiveness can be restricted, and as a consequence, all bans on weapon

development will prove futile.

More than ever today, we are still far away from the last day vision.

"They shall beat their sword into plowshares, and their spears into pruning

hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn

war any more .... 13

"What I do believe is that war can be restricted, because history .learly

Sshows that normally it has been."*

The timi~taon o6 the ho.'tzon iaU be Aenoued - the challenge. ,i the enemy

..-.

The new weapons sytem w & bing to an end the t.mitation o: Hidden da'd-.

ne, obscutity cAeated by dust and smoze. The mightie.t weapons avatabte, wit,

with theA te'vet oJ p eeiion and ketiabitiy. , t.u~n the bat..e~ietd ,into a succession

o intenivZue cotiW.forn with quick, decisive and de.twc.tive kesutts. IHo'e than evcA

i wiCL be a "joint ba.We~ied" in which eue,'y systesm contZbuwte.6 'te atiue ,haAe

to the i.nat ,tedatt, but, mo-.e than eve.A, as in the past, at the coe hAtit stand the

men - the ,otdieA. and hks comande..

13 Isaiah 1. Chap. 2, para. 4.

k~ *Quoted from the introduction to Armament and History by Major General J.F.C.
Fuller. A study of the influence of armament on history from the dawn of
classical warfare to the Second World War. New York. Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1945. P. XIV.
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